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T: Can't hear you, uh1

L: (They) can't hear me?2

T: I can hear you now,  yes.3

L: Says, he says when you when you try to torture him,4

he's going to get, get a parachute and bail out.5

T: Uh, huh. To the nether regions,6

L: Huh?7

T: To the upper regions.8

L: To the what?9

T: To the nether or upper regions.  Anyway Leila10

L: Huh?11

T: Ah, I don't know anything about (.) you at all, ah, and I12

don't know what (.) to ask  you about yourself.13

L: [laughs]14

T: [laughs] What do, what would you feel that ah =15

L: [laughs] I don't know...[laughs]16

T: =appropriate to say under the circumstances=17

L: [laughs] I don't know.  [laughs]18

T: Is there anything that eh (.)  ah do you feel that your19

situation is okay for you just  now? Or er, you say, you20

tell me coming over that you are taking some21

Nux Vomica  to=22

L: =Yeah.23

T: =to calm your=24

L: =Yeah.=25

T: =system down eh=26

L: and to sharpen my stupid wits.27

T: Huh, what is it, what is it that's creating the static in you28

system, the disturbance in your  system?29

L: Oh, um,  I think my brain don't work right.30

T: In what way?31

L: [laughs] Well, let me see. Well, I guess, I get the32

Nux Vomic doesn't treat this per se, I'm getting another33

remedy for that. Well, I get things turned around, I get34

opposites confused, I get (.) when I write, I get my35

letters confused, I get words  confused.  (.) And, eh,36
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either I tend to be paranoid or errr, they really    are     after37

me I  don't know which.38

T: Hum, so you are not sure whether you are confused39

about that or not eh?40

L: About what?41

T: About whether they really are after you or not, eh?42

L: Well,     he    sounds like it.43

T: What, him?44

L: Oh, yeah. [laughs]45

T: [laughs] You might be after      me    , for all I know.46

L: Oh, I'm just trying to help you guys um get some sense47

into your brains. I don't  know if it's worth it though,48

you know. I I had a guru for a long time who said da49

there isn't any sense in it. What you gotta do ta ta be50

able to perceive reality is  attain a level of51

consciousness which he offered which I never attained52

which is  he said, beyond (.) the mind. It is completely53

above the mind.54

T: What sort of guru is this character?55

L: This is guru Mahandi.56

T: Ah, well, what d'you take'm to mean by that, beyond57

the mind, or above the mind?58

L: Well, whatever it is I couldn't imagine with my mind59

cause it's beyond the mind.  Or I suppose, it's some sort60

of, I suppose, it involves a universal, being conscious61

of the universal consciousness.  You know everybody is62

subconsciously aware of  um everybody else's mind.63

Well, you know that. I've seen that. I've seen you read64

my mind.65

T: I don't see how you can be conscious of the uni    ver   sal66

mind, the universal mind's  conscious of you but you're67

not conscious of it.68

L: How's that?69

T: (Here we go!)  [chuckles]70

L: Well, maybe so maybe so, I mean yeah maybe out of71

my bitterness I just say,  well, the universal mind you72
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know don't know anything, heh (.) I maybe, I say that73

because because um I look around and I don't see I74

don't see any superior  intelligence taking care of75

anything.76

T: (5) How would ya er, expect to see a- you you mean all77

the pain and suffering and stupidity and confusion in78

the world how can there by a universal mind if a79

universal mind allows that sorta stuff to go on?80

L: Yeah, especially stupidity.81

T: Uh.  So either the the maybe the either the universal82

mind is eh stupid itself or it's mad  itself or it doesn't83

exist.84

L: Oh, it exists. It might be the sum total of the human85

minds; but it it exists.86

T: Well are you trying to, well, I mean, I've spent a lot of87

time trying to work out eh, how that can, ah, be the88

case, if it is the case. But, I haven't found any answer to89

that (.) myself.  But, eh I I still put a collar and tie on90

under the circumstances.  (.) Why  not? Heh, heh.91

L: Yeah.  I asked him why he didn't kill himself and he92

says he not ready yet.93

T: Uh huh.94

L: Well, I guess if you're dead, you blow any chance of95

make, of doing anything  good, huh96

T: This time round.97

L: Huh?98

T:     This    time round anyway. (5)  If we were just sitting99

here without these uh, uh  cameras on us and these100

microphones, I wouldn't say anything just now. But, eh101

I feel impelled to eh eh make an effort to keep talking102

for the sake of eh people who are listening to it.  Maybe103

shouldn't bother.104

L: Are people listening to this?105

T: Yeah! A whole lot of people are listening that's part ah=106

L: Huh?107

T: eh108
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L: Wait, nobody told me tha tha tha the camers uz on.109

T: The cameras (.) er, that guy's got, er as far as I know,110

he's got the camera eh on  just now and there are a111

whole lot of people listening too.112

L: Geeze, I wouldn't have talked about that stuff, if I had113

known the camera's on.114

T: It doesn't matter, it does ma um [laughs] (2) How long115

you been in Phoenix, then?116

L: A year and a half.117

T: And what brought you to Phoenix?118

L: I was trying to escape the conspiracy and it didn't work.119

T: And what conspiracy?120

L: Well, if there is one I suppose you're a conspirator and121

so you know already. If there isn't, I  guess I just122

imagined it.123

T: Well, ah whether or not I'm a conspirator and whether124

or not you are imagining it, are you prepared to er eh ah125

ah give me your account of what that conspiracy  is?126

L: As much as I can figure out, yeah.127

T: Well, go ahead.128

L: Ea, well, I think a conspiracy (.) doesn't exist so I just129

don't think about it. If I don't  think about it, it is not130

there too much. But, then, people like Peter, people like131

Dr. Stumpf, ea you know, they tend ta make me believe132

in it again, so [sigh] so I try to  avoid those people. I'm133

not going to talk to you any more.  [to person off134

screen]  No he's alright=135

T: [laughs]136

L: =(When he talks about) his job.137

T: Is it a benign conspiracy or a malign conspiracy is it?138

L: Huh, wha, well139

T: Is it a conspiracy for good or for evil?140

L: How the heck if I know but if anybody messes with me141

like that I don't care. But  you what I figure, is um, you142

see the mind creates a whole    lot    of things. You  know, I143

mean, I see mind as really powerful, and and people144
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subconsciously their minds always interact. They do.145

I've seen that =146

T: Yeah147

L: =You know (3) and um, people see what they expect to148

see.149

T: wa150

L: So it it stands to reason if I believe in a conspiracy,151

people are going to act like  conspirators.152

T: Yeoh. So far, okay.153

L: Yeah.154

T: [laughs]155

L: Yeah, but I told Dr. Stumpf, he walked in to [clears156

throat] the room just as I was  saying something157

negative about doctors. [laughs]158

T: [laughs]159

L: But he denied that he heard it.160

T: What? Who walked in the room, Peter?161

L: Huh?162

T: Just as (.) Who walked in the room just as when you163

were saying something?164

L: Dr. Stumpf.165

T: Ahuh ah.166

L: (3) But I don't know, maybe I expected him to walk in167

when I said something  negative about doctors. I mean,168

they try. [laughs]169

T: Well, that sorta thing happens, is happening all the170

time, I mean, I don't I I I eh I  don't see wha y' making a171

special point of that about?172

L: Whata ya mean?173

T: I don't see why (.) you are making a special point of174

telling     me that eh eh just now  since that sorta thing as175

you know I know and um I know you know happens all176

the time anyway.177

L: Yeah . Well, cause cause they are watching us.178

T: [chuckles] Yeah, huh, alright (gotta stop) [laughs] (8)179

Well, I mean, this whole sit up set up is an enormous180
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conspiracy and you're right in eh, right in the heart of181

the conspiracy just now.182

L: Ump.183

T: So eh if you haven't [laughs, coughs] if you, if you if184

you came to Phoenix to get  away from the conspiracy,185

you haven't done very well. [laughs]186

L: What do you mean?187

T: Well, you're sitting here in this situation.188

L: You mean the conference is a conspiracy?189

T: Yah.  Course.190

L: What kind of a conspiracy?191

T: [clears throat] Eh, well, I've got a I've got a plane192

booked eh, to get to Boston  Sunday, so I'm not going193

to say what sorta conspiracy is because I want to go on194

that plane in a, in good order as far as I'm concerned.195

No, I think it is quite a  benign conspiracy. It certainly a196

very concerted deep plan and it involves eh its much197

wider than the people who are actually here. Seven198

thousand people=199

L: Huh?200

T: =have flown in and and that's a minor conspiracy eh in201

terms of the galaxy but it's quite a big conspiracy.202

L: Oh, well, what do you know about it.203

T: Huh?204

L: What do you know about it?205

T: Well, I think it's eh, ah (2) I think the universal mind is206

eh has been asleep abit eh as  far as this planet goes, I207

mean  in this galaxy eh eh  that eh and this uh planet it's208

it's  it's a it's sorta itching abit. And it's sorta waking up209

abit and sorta doin' something about it now (.) through210

us=211

L: If it's capable of doing anything.212

T: Auh auh Well, Jesus Christ has got no other hands but213

ours.214

L: Oh.215
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T: It's only capable of doing what we do.  I mean, as far as216

(.) we're concerned.217

L: Are you a Christian?218

T: Well, that depends who I'm talking to [laughs]=219

L: Well, just tell me that=220

T: If I'm talking to you?  Well, ah I'm not sure what I221

should say about that eh, it ja ah  ah I'm a Christian in222

the sense that Jesus Christ wasn't eh crucified isn't223

wasn't  crucified between two candlesticks in a224

cathedral, he was crucified in the town  garbage heap225

between two thieves, in that sense I'm a Christian.226

L: You're a what?227

T: Heh?228

L: I didn't hear your last word.229

T: In that sense, I'm a Christian. But, I mean in another in230

another sense I mean I I wouldn't admit to being eh a231

Christian in most Christian company. Why are you a232

Christian?233

L: Hell no!234

T: Eah eah?235

L: I don't think so ah I think, I think God doesn't know236

what he's doing, so um,  [sighs] who knows maybe237

Jesus maybe Jesus had a mental problem.  You know.238

T: Well, I I I maybe maybe he didn't have time to mature.239

They got him too young.240

L: Eah?241

T: [laughs]242

L: (5)  Or maybe, I was talking to my friend about this the243

other day. I told him I don't  believe in God, and he244

says, he believes in many gods and and they eat their245

disciples after they die.246

T: Um hum?247

L: So maybe maybe that's what Jesus does.248

T: Well, I I I worse things could happen and eh if, when I249

die, I was, I was eaten up  by Jesus [laughs] sou sounds250

quite a good gospel hymn.251
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L: Are you saying it would be ok?252

T: [laughs]253

L: Well, I thought it might be better than gettin eaten by254

the devil.255

T: (2) It might be indeed.256

L: (.) But, then it might be better not to get eaten at all.257

T: I don't think you can help it .258

L: Excuse me?259

T: I don't think you can help it. eh eh I mean, we're either260

we're either in the bowels  of hell or in eh bowels of261

heaven eh or both, at one time.262

L: The what?263

T: The bowels.264

L: Bowels?265

T: Bow- [laughs]266

L: Oh!267

T: Humpf [coughs]268

L: Yeah. (5)  (But) I think that's awfully mean.  But, then,269

that's just what my  friend said.  It doesn't mean it's true.270

[laughs]271

T: [laughs] Do you think it's not    fair   ? You say, it's awfully272

mean.273

L: I think it's awfully mean that humans (.) are at the274

consciousness we're at. We're just, we're just half just275

just     half    way some place. We're we're intelligent, but276

we're not  intelligent enough. (1) At least I haven't277

figured anything out. Have you? You're  older.278

T: What diffence does    that    make?279

L: Well, you've had more time. Have you figured anything280

out?281

T: You don't get any wiser when you get older.282

L: See.283

T: [Laughter in background] They are laughing.  That got284

a laugh [laughing and coughing] (5) What 'bout your285

em mom and dad an that sort of thing, what sort of (.)286

are they  alive, eh?287
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L: Who my parents?288

T: Yeah.289

L: Yeah.290

T: What sort of chap was your father, is your father?291

L: Oh, well ah eh he's a Christian preacher. Yes.292

T: Oh, I ought to have known. [laughs]293

L: Yeah, my parents are very religious. At least, they say294

they are.295

T: Well,     you're    very religious.296

L: You know my, yeah, I guess I am.297

T: No it's not meant as an insult, na.298

L: And my parents run, are currently running a shelter up299

in Michigan.300

T: What?301

L: They are running a shelter.302

T: Oh, yes uhuh.303

L: Yes.304

T: (2) Where (exactly)?305

L: Saginaw?306

T: How do they feel about you?307

L: [laughs] [T: heh] I don't know.  [laughs]  I don't know308

um, I wrote them, I don't  know, I wrote'm a letter and309

asked 'em.  And, I haven't picked it up in the mail yet.  I310

asked 'em ah if if it was okay for me to send a311

Christmas present. [laughs] That's, I don't know.312

T: No reply?313

L: I haven't been to the Post Office yet to pick it up. To, if314

they did reply, I mean I ah, they probably did.315

T: Do you expect them to send     you     a Christmas present?316

L: Oh, God [whispered] I don't know. But, see I was juz,317

[clears throat] I had some Christmas gifts so I'd had a318

send them some 'cause I was making crafts for319

Christmas.320

T: Because you were making?321

L: Crafts?322

T: Crafts?323
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L: Yeah.324

T: Uh huh. (4)  I would never have though of, uh sending,325

writing     my parents and    asking     them if it was     okay     for326

me to send    them      a present for Christmas.  Eh ah and327

why      wouldn't    it be ok?328

L: Well, 'cause maybe they hate me after all I, after being,329

an unfaithful daughter.330

T: Wa unfaithful to?331

L: Yes.332

T: Eh..333

L: I haven't visited in, in years [laughs]=334

T: Ump335

L: And, in fact, and I don't communicate well well with336

them either. But, you see, I have my own life to live.337

Ea, you know, I hope they understand that, but maybe338

they don't.339

T: Uhuh.  Well, if you're faithful to the Lord Jesus Christ,340

how can you be unfaithful to your father?341

L: Yeah. [smiling]342

T: But, eh, I mean he said that didn't he eh eh unless you343

hate your father and mother and follow me, you can't be344

eh my disciple.345

L: Yeahah.346

T: What does your father make of that?347

L: Well, probably that um all this Ch, Christian emphasis348

on family is a is a is against the teachings of Jesus. You349

know, the modern the modern Christian emphasis on350

families.351

T: Yeah, I think it is, um.  I mean I don't ea ea I d'you352

know that passage ea ea where where Je Jesus I I353

always said thought there was something wrong with354

that translation that said eh eh said unless you eh the the355

ah unless you     hate    your father and mother, brother and356

sisters also it said said you cannot be my disciple.  In357

the     English     version though, I think it means unless you358

prefer    me to your father and mother.359
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L: I don't recall that it said     hate   .360

T: Hurh.361

L: It's eh (3) something like deny.362

T: Yeah, ah, I asked a guy eh a Aramaic scholar about that363

he said he thought it meant unless you are happily364

indifferent to them.365

L: Um. That makes a lot of sense.366

T: Yeah. [L laughs] (call his bluff)367

L: Because if you are not happily indifferent to your368

parents, they're going eh be on your case all your life.369

[laughs]370

T: That's right. [laughs] Um.  (3)  I have to go back, now.371

I'm going to get up on stage and talk about.372

L: Kay.373

T: Is that right?374

L: Okay.375

T: I'll see you later.376

L: Okay.377

T: Huh.378

L: Hey, can I come out?379

T: Do you want to come?380

L: See what you say, yeah.381

382

Transcription symbols383

T: Laing (therapist)384

L: Leila385

(  ) (   ) inaudible reading386

(word) tentative reading387

[  ] nonverbal activity388

(3) pause of approximately 3 seconds389

(.) very brief pause390

= no gap between utterances (latching)391

underline    marks stress, emphasis392

393


